Supply chain has become more and more vulnerable to disruption since it is suffering widespread risk issues from inside or outside. Higher uncertainties in the supplier selection problem have gone beyond the traditional cost minimization concern. These uncertainties are related to an ever increasing product variety, more demanding customers, and a highly interconnected distribution network. This paper focuses on the supplier selection problem with disruption risks and mixed uncertainties. A novel multiobjective optimization model with mixed uncertain coefficients is developed, which maximizes the total profits and minimizes the percentage of items delivered late, percentage of items rejected, and total loss cost due to supplier dysfunction. Meanwhile, we also consider the customer demand to be a random fuzzy variable and the unit purchase cost to be a fuzzy variable. By examining a numerical example, we found that the confidence level and demand of customers have impact on the quantities purchased by customers from suppliers although the distribution of suppliers will not change. The cost, quality, and service also influence the selection of suppliers. The superevents have little influence on the distribution of supplier selection; however, when unique event occurs, the distribution of supplier selection will change.
Introduction
Risks and uncertainties existing in supply chain increase the analytically complexity, which usually leads to the huge loss or supply chain disruption. Besides the profit, delivered late, and percentage of items rejected, risk and uncertainty management is of key importance to reduce the supply chain vulnerability. There is a common consensus that many sources of threats result in a sharp increase of supplier selection risk in a global supply chain system. For example, the occurrence of disasters and political conflicts could create supply chain disruptions. Some inherent uncertain factors in traditional supply chain such as high supply and demand uncertainties during the operating process make it hard to avoid the risk in supply chain.
Supply chain risks are usually divided into two categories: (i) disruption risks and (ii) operational risks [1] . Focusing on the supplier selection problem, there is no doubt that disruption risk management is one of the critical activities for firms to ensure their effectiveness and competitiveness and achieve the objectives of the whole supply chain. Berger et al. [2] introduced a decision tree model to consider supplier selection under risk and uncertainty in order to identify the optimal number of suppliers in the supply chain. In their work, two types of risks are discussed: catastrophic super events that affect all suppliers and unique events which affect a single supplier. Sawik [3] proposed a stochastic mixed-integer programming approach to cope with joint supplier selection and scheduling problem under disruption risks. Sawik [4] also addressed a fair optimization of cost and customer service level in the presence of supply chain disruption risks. Hamdi et al. [5] presented two integer programming models to determine the supplier selection and order allocation in the presence of disruption risk supplier. Torabi et al. [6] developed a biobjective mixed possibilistic, two-stage stochastic programming model to address supplier 2 Scientific Programming selection and order allocation problem to build the resilient supply base under operational and disruption risks. Fahimnia et al. [7] presented a systematic review of the quantitative and analytical models for managing supply chain risks and found that sustainability risk analysis is an emerging and fast evolving research topic. Heckmann et al. [8] studied the review of the definition, measure, and modeling of supply chain risks. Wiengarten et al. [9] explored the role of risk and risk management practices of supply chain integration and found that supplier integration is also effective in weak rule of law (i.e., high risk) environments. The above researches about supply chain risks concentrate on some general nodes of a supply chain but not a type of supply problems with special characteristics. In this paper, we employ three types of risk situation to measure the disruption risk of supplier selection problem: "superevents" such as terrorism or a widespread airline action that put all suppliers down; "unique event" uniquely associated with a particular supplier that puts it down during the supply cycle; and "semisuperevents" that affect a subset of all suppliers, but more than one and not all suppliers.
Higher uncertainties in the supplier selection problem have gone beyond the traditional cost minimization concern. These uncertainties are related to an ever increasing product variety, more demanding customers, and a highly interconnected distribution network. Research on uncertainties in supply chain systems is a timely and important topic nowadays in both academia and industry, and some quantitative models have been gradually developed [10] [11] [12] . Memon et al. [13] claimed that supplier selection is highly associated with recognitive and stochastic uncertainties and depends on large amount of domain knowledge. Amorim et al. [14] proposed an integrated framework to determine the supplier in the processed food industry under uncertainty. Moghaddam [15] developed a fuzzy multiobjective mathematical model for decision making of supplier selection under supply and demand uncertainty. Azaron et al. [16] developed a multiobjective stochastic programming approach for minimizing the financial risk or the probability of not meeting a certain budget in a supply chain system under uncertainty. Dickson [17] initially stated five criteria of supplier selection including quality, delivery, performance history, warranty policy, and supplier's production capacity. Some recent researches identified that as quality, cost, and delivery performance history [18] , or cost, quality, and time response [19] . Gaballa [20] developed a single-objective, mixed-integer programming model to minimize the total cost. Ghodsypour and O'Brien [21] took the price, storage, and order cost as well as transportation into consideration and developed a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model for minimizing total cost. However, in the practical problems, most of the input parameters are inaccurate, or some of the factors are uncertain. The uncertainty usually results in the widespread risk issues within or external to the supplier selection of a supply chain system. Aghai et al. [22] developed a fuzzy multiobjective programming model containing quantitative and qualitative risk factors as well as quantity discount to propose supplier selection. In their model, late items, rejected items, environment conditions, and vendor rate are set as qualitative factors (fuzzy), and just unit cost is modeled as quantitative factor. Wu et al. [23] considered both qualitative and quantitative risk factors including vendor ratings, cost, quality, and logistics, which were formulated by some fuzzy data, to decide on supplier selection.
In contrast to much of the extant literature, the contribution and innovation of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(i) Three types of risk events for supplier selection in a supply chain system are introduced: (i) the superevents; (ii) when all suppliers close down during the supply cycle; and (iii) when some, but not all the suppliers, close down.
(ii) We explore a mixed-uncertain situation for supplier selection, in which the customer demand is considered to be a random fuzzy variable and customers' purchase cost, percentage of items being late, and percentage of rejected items are considered to be fuzzy variables.
(iii) A novel multiobjective programming with mixed uncertain coefficients is developed for coping with the supplier selection disruption risk. The proposed model simultaneously maximizes the total profits and minimizes the percentage of items delivered late, percentage of items rejected, and the total loss cost due to supplier dysfunction.
The structure of this paper is as follows: after introducing three types of risk events for supplier selection in a supply chain system, a novel multiobjective programming with mixed uncertain coefficients is developed for coping with the supply chain risk in Section 2; Section 3 presents a comprised solution-based GA to solve the proposed multiobjective programming model; Section 4 examines a numerical example to show the effectiveness of the proposed model; and Section 5 draws the conclusions of the study.
Supply Chain Risk Modelling

Problem Statement and Notations.
Supply chain risk management is usually discussed from the four perspectives: (i) disruption risk management, (ii) operational risk control, (iii) disaster and emergency management, and (iv) supply chain service risk analysis. In this study, a supplier selection problem in supply chain systems with disruption risks and uncertainties is considered. In the present problem, three types of risk situations are considered: "superevents" such as terrorism or a widespread airline action that put all suppliers down; "unique event" uniquely associated with a particular supplier that puts it down during the supply cycle; and "semisuperevents" that affect a subset of all suppliers, but more than one and not all suppliers. Following that, a total loss cost objective due to supplier dysfunction is considered in the supplier selection problem. Besides, three traditional objectives including maximizing the total profits and minimizing the percentage of items delivered late and Scientific Programming 3 percentage of items rejected are also considered to optimize the selection of suppliers.
In addition to the above complications, there is a great level of inherent uncertainty involved with customers' demand, customers' purchase cost, percentage of items being late, and percentage of rejected items that should be addressed in the decision making context in supplier selection problems. Customers' demand is usually estimated by large amount of historical data and expert's assessment, so it is formulated by a random fuzzy variable. Customers' purchase cost, percentage of items being late, and percentage of rejected items usually depend on large amount of domain knowledge where expert's assessment plays an important role when decision makers have lack of knowledge or small availability of information for different set of suppliers. Therefore, they are assumed as fuzzy variables which are widely used to handle the recognitive uncertainty.
To model and solve the above complex supplier selection problem with disruption risks and mixed uncertainties, a multiobjective mathematical model with mixed uncertain coefficients is formulated by using the following notations for sets, indices, decision variables, and parameters.
Indices
: index for the customer : index for the supplier
Parameters
: number of candidate suppliers required by the th customer : unit selling price for the th customer : unit purchase cost from supplier by the th customer : percentage of items being late from supplier to the th customer : unit cost of items being late : percentage of rejected items from supplier : unit cost of rejected items : demand for item over planning period from the th customer : maximum amount for the item to be given to supplier by the th customer : maximum order quantity from supplier by the th customer 0 : probability of one of the superevents occurring in a supply cycle : probability of the unique event occurring in a supply cycle for supplier 0 : random indicator associated with the superevents : random indicator associated with the unique event for supplier
Decision Variables
: quantity purchased by the th customer from supplier A deterministic multiobjective programming model (LMOP) for the supplier selection is presented as follows: 
where = 1, 2, . . . , represents the possible vendors selected for the th customer. The model LMOP (1) simultaneously maximizes the total profits ( 1 ( )) and minimizes the percentage of items delivered late ( 2 ( )) and percentage of items rejected ( 3 ( )), while satisfying various constraints with respect to the order quantities. When any of the above three types of risk situations takes place, the core company, that is, supplier partner, will suffer some loss. The event triggering the loss comes from three sources: (i) the superevents; (ii) when all suppliers close down during the supply cycle; and (iii) when some, but not all the suppliers, close down. We denote by 0 and the indicator random variable associated with the former two risk situations, respectively. We use ∈ 1, 2, . . . , and to denote the probability of the superevent occurring and unique event occurring for supplier during the supply cycle, respectively; that is, probability( 0 = 1) = and 4 Scientific Programming probability( = 1) = . We denote 0 to be the unit financial loss due to either the superevent occurring on the th supplier or when all suppliers close down, and we denote by the unit financial loss when some, but not all suppliers, close down.
The first two cases result in the total loss ( 0 ) and the last case results in partial loss ( ). Thus, the loss cost associated with each set of suppliers can be represented by
Choi et al. [1] argue that omission of "semisuperevents" loss greatly simplifies the computation while it does not materially affect the salient issues to be analyzed and discussed. When "semisuperevents" loss is omitted, the total loss cost function is reduced to
To consider catastrophic, "superevents," which affect many/all suppliers, and "unique events" that affect only a single supplier, we develop the following four-objective programming models by adding objective of minimizing 4 ( ) into the first programming model.
where = 1, 2, . . . , represents the possible vendors selected for the th customer. The above model simultaneously maximizes the total profits ( 1 ( )) and minimizes the percentage of items delivered late ( 2 ( )), percentage of items rejected ( 3 ( )), and the total loss cost ( 4 ( )) due to supplier dysfunction, while satisfying various constraints with respect to minimum and maximum order quantities. Customers' demand, which is formulated by a random fuzzy variable, is usually estimated by large amount of historical data and expert's assessment simultaneously. Customers' purchase cost, percentage of items being late, and percentage of rejected items are assumed to be fuzzy variables to handle the recognitive uncertainty due to lack of knowledge and historical data of different set of suppliers. Hence, we suggest a mixed MOP model by allowing ≃ to be random fuzzy variable and some parameters in the above model to be fuzzy data [25] [26] [27] [28] .
where "≃" denotes a random fuzzy variable and "∼" denotes fuzzy variable.
Theorem 1. Assume that the random variable ( ) is characterized by the following density function:
where the fuzzy variablẽ( ), ∈ Θ, has the following membership function: 
where ( Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A. 
and for 0 ≤ , ≤ 1,
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A.
Finally, the proposed novel multiobjective programming model for supply chain risk management under mixed uncertainty can be converted into the following deterministic one:
where ( 
Comprised Solution-Based Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have received considerable attention regarding their potential for providing a novel approach to multiobjective optimization problems, resulting in a fresh body of research and applications known as genetic multiobjective optimizations. For many real world problems, the set of Pareto solutions may be very large, so it is hard to solve them. In addition, to evaluate a large set of Pareto solutions and to select the best one pose a considerable cognitive burden on the decision maker. Therefore, in this case, obtaining the entire set of Pareto solutions is of little interest to decision makers. For overcoming such difficulties, Gen and Cheng [29] proposed a compromise approach which aims to search for compromise solutions instead of generating all Pareto solutions. The compromise approach can be regarded as a kind of mathematical formulation of goal-seeking behavior in terms of a distance function. In this case, the compromise approach is given as follows: Suppose the ideal point of the decision maker is * ( ). For each feasible solution , the regret function ( , 2) is defined as follows:
where weights = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) are assigned to signal different degrees of importance. Hereby, we use a proxy ideal point introduced by Ghodsypour and O'Brien [21] to replace the ideal point * ( ). Above all, we illustrate the compromise solution-based genetic algorithm procedure as follows and the pseudocodes can be found in Appendix B.
Step 0. Input the parameters including the number of chromosomes ( pop-size ), crossover probability ( ), and mutation probability ( ).
Step 1. Initialize pop-size chromosomes by randomly searching in the feasible region. Step 2. Update the chromosomes by crossover and mutation operations after checking the feasibility of offspring.
Step 3. Compute the fitness of each chromosome on the basis of the regret value.
Step 4. Select the chromosomes by spinning the roulette wheel.
Step 5. Repeat the second to fourth steps for a given number of cycles.
Step 6. Output the best chromosome as the optimal solution.
Numerical Example
A supply chain with five suppliers and ten customers is listed in Table 1 , which covers the unit purchase cost from supplier by the th customer, percentage of items late from supplier to the th customer, and percentage of rejected units from supplier . The demand to be distributed as (̃, 2 ) for a given period is listed in Table 2 . The retailer must anticipate demand and order quantities of the modeled good to be delivered to arrive on time at each demand destination. Profit could be obtained from sales with successfully goods delivery to each demand. Scientific Programming 7 The corresponding selling price is listed in Table 3 . Costs are probabilistic as outlined above, but total cost of goods sales has a mean given for each source supplier. Goods not passing quality acceptance level are not paid for. Goods delivered late are paid for at a reduced rate and are carried forward at an inventory cost. We then set = = 50. Furthermore, following Choi et al. [1] , we assume deterministic loss and operating cost. Therefore, we also have 0 = 50 ( = 1, 2, . . . , 5), = 0.02, and 1 = 2 = 3 = 4 = 5 = 0.05. It is a natural state that both the probability of one of the superevents and the probability of the unique event occurring during the supply cycle for supplier are normal. Table 1 lists the value of each triangular fuzzy parameter. For example, the set of data in the 1st row 1st column denotes the unit purchased cost̃1 1 (0.8, 0.9, 1), the percentage of rejected items̃1 1 (0.008, 0.01, 0.012), and the percentage of items latẽ1 1 (0.01, 0.02, 0.03) from the 1st supplier to the 1st customer, respectively. These data could be set by analyzing the distributing of correlative historical data collected by each supplier. Takẽ1 1 , for example. The 1st supplier analyzes the data of unit purchased cost within past 10 periods and finds the data is distributed in [0. 8, 1] . We depict it with triangular fuzzy parameter. Ten demand sites have been modeled in the same way. Different conditions could be modeled with little difficulty other than scale.
The in Table 3 means that the chosen supplier by the customer and the set of solution achieve the optimal value of objective functions. Table 3 shows that, in the condition that makes other parameters changeless, the value of solutions can be affected by the different and while the distributing of solutions unaltered. In the following sections, we concentrate on the influence from the parameters ≃ ,̃,̃, and̃to the solutions. We fix up the parameter of confidence level ( = 0.9; = 0.9).
As we know, the parameter ≃ denotes the demand for item over planning period from the th customer.
≃ is a random fuzzy variable with the mean and the variance . Different sets of and are given in Table 4 and the corresponding sets of are listed in Figure 1 . Parameter̃denotes the purchasing cost from the supplier to customers. The value of the cost always changed with the market. We assume different groups of̃and the results in Table 5 .
In Table 5 , 1 denotes the situation of the mean of costs of all suppliers having increased 0.1, 2 denotes the situation of the mean of the purchasing costs of the 1st supplier having increased 0.1, and 3 denotes the situation of the mean of the purchasing costs of the 1st and 2nd supplier having increased. The results show that the distribution of solutions alters along with the alteration of̃. Videlicet, the cost is one of the factors which lead customers to select the supplier.
We then set three groups of̃, the parameter of percentage of rejected items from supplier. Table 6 and Figure 2 show the results. 1 denote the original situation. 2 denote the situation of the percentage of rejected items of the 4th and 5th suppliers having been reduced and 3 for that of the 1st and 2nd having been increased.
The results show that the distribution of solutions varies along with the alteration of̃, and the parameter of items delayed by suppliers also impacts the distribution of solutions.
The foregoing computation and analysis are based on a common state that both the probability of one of the superevents and the probability of the unique event occurring during the supply cycle for supplier are normal. In Table 7 , we assume three kinds of risk situations, denoted as 1 (the common state), 2 (the probability of superevents increased and all the unit financial loss 0 ( = 1, 2, . . . , 5) increased accordingly), and 3 (the probability of unique event occurring for the 1st and 2nd supplier increased and the unit financial loss 01 and 02 altered simultaneity). Figure 3 shows the solutions.
The results show that superevents have no influence on the distribution of solutions. The customers take the same 8 Scientific Programming decision making with the common state since the risk of each supplier is unchanged to customers. When unique event occurs for some suppliers, however, the distribution of solutions altered which means that the customer leans to the suppliers with lower probability of risk situations.
In the following parts, we will discuss the relation between the expected value of total profits and the total loss of risk in our model. Generally, people extend the demand for item and the selling price or reduce the costs in order to achieve more profits. However, it is hard to control the variance of the selling price and costs of item, which are usually dominated by the fluctuation of market. It is reasonable and effective to adjust the parameters of demand. According to the MOP model and the analysis above, the value of solutions increases with the mean value of ≃ added, and the value of total loss of risk increases simultaneously. We list several groups of parameter ≃ , the corresponding relation between the expected value of total profits and the total loss of risk shown in Figure 4 which indicates the loss of risk while achieving more profits.
According to the analysis and computation above, this random fuzzy MOP with risk objective model reminds the decision maker that more profits bring more risk. In addition, the model indicates that quantity purchased ( ) is impacted by both customer and supplier. The distribution of , which denotes the choosing of supplier from the customer, is affected by the costs ( ), the quality ( ), the service ( ), and the risk situations of different suppliers. The quantity ( ) is determined mostly by the demand of customers 
Managerial Implications
Some implications about the contribution of our research to the supplier selection management and supply chain risk management are summarized as follows.
To consider catastrophic, "superevents," which affect many/all suppliers, and "unique events" that affect only a single supplier, effective forecast of the uncertainty and its possible impact on suppliers could help us make right supplier selection strategy. Furthermore, risk-averse ability could be taken as one of the important criteria for choosing the best suppliers.
In management practice, beyond traditional supplier selection system, by considering customer demand and unit purchase cost, we provide the decision maker with a simple tool for coordinating the flows of parts from suppliers to customers. The approach allows the managers to structure the distribution of cost or customer service level by selecting the optimal supply combination and scheduling of customer orders.
Application of the novel multiobjective programming with mixed uncertain coefficients could help the companies cope with the supply chain risk. The proposed model simultaneously maximizes the total profits and minimizes the percentage of items delivered late, percentage of items rejected, and the total loss cost due to supplier dysfunction.
Conclusion
Through analyzing three types of risk events in a supply chain system, (i) the superevents; (ii) when all suppliers close down during the supply cycle; and (iii) when some, but not all the suppliers, close down, we proposed a novel multiobjective programming with mixed uncertain coefficients developed for managing the supply chain risk. In this model, the customer demand is considered to be a random fuzzy variable and unit purchase cost is considered to be a fuzzy variable due to their uncertainty. According to the expected value and chance constraint operators, the uncertain model was converted into a deterministic one. By examining a numerical example, we found that (1) the confidence level and demand of customers have impact on the quantities purchased by customers from suppliers although the distribution of suppliers will not change; (2) the cost, the quality, and the service also influence the selection of suppliers; and (3) the superevents had little influence on the distribution of supplier selection; however, when unique event occurs, the distribution of supplier selection will change. Some other uncertainty and risk types are not considered in the present study. It is of great importance to further examine this issue in future research. For the risk objective 4 ( ), in which 0 and indicate random variable and lead the uncertainty, we use expected value operator of random variable in order to reduce the anticipative risk. According to the chance constraint, we have that, for 0 ≤ , ≤ 1,
